
Pinnacle 3571 

Chapter 3571 

Levi Feels Pressured 

Gloria stood with her chest puffed up and her hands clasped behind her back as though she was the 

almighty. 

A fearsome aura crashed into Bone Grandmaster and Xylas like a tidal wave, keeping them down on 

their knees. 

“Congratulation to Lord Gloria in conquering the world for generations to come,” they chorused. 

The world is now ours. 

“Rise!” 

Gloria waved her hand haughtily, enjoying the feeling of being admired and worshiped. 

“Xylas, you have devoured some energy from the deviant clan’s spiritual ley line. Has there been any 

progress in your cultivation?” Gloria asked. 

Even though Gloria had drained the essence of the Cetus’ spiritual ley line, Xylas was the one who 

devoured the leftovers. 

Xylas reported, “I’ve achieved breakthroughs in my cultivation, Master. I’m confident I can defeat 

Forlevia now.” 

“Excellent!” 

more energy from the spiritual 

Master.” Xylas was 

for that 

as his enemies prostrated on the ground, begging 

the scouts of the Glorian Order that the Ecclesiastic Order and Levi’s subordinates are searching for the 

deviant clan’s spiritual ley 

Ecclesiastic Order has found the Orthus’ spiritual ley line,” 

found this place, I’ve already drained every single drop of 

a state of panic out 

will bow down at me before long. That’s it for chit-chat. I’ll have to continue to devour the spiritual 

energy from the ley line. I’m almost done, so get back to your 

reentered the area where the Cetus’ spiritual 

Levi and the Holy Guild were still desperately searching for 



a general direction. It was like looking for 

always been 

their most secretive 

small group of the Ecclesiastic Order had run into numerous 

would sneak up 

every attack was more harassment 

attacks were a major factor in 

line was an easier find as they had been eliminated by the Ecclesiastic 

Chapter 3572 

The Whereabouts Of The Minister 

Even if Forlevia utilized the power of the universe, she might still end up badly injured. 

After all, the gap between their abilities was too huge. 

“If she successfully devours the spiritual ley line of the Cetus, she will be quite impossible to control!” 

Levi massaged his temples. 

His head was starting to hurt. 

Back in the Ecclesiastic Order. 

Ever since that upheaval where the core elites either ended up dead or injured, the various factions had 

decided to work together no matter what. 

However, it was every man for himself again right now. 

“Xylas is already so strong. How terrifying can the mysterious woman behind him be?” 

“Apparently, even Levi cannot hold them back any longer. No wonder he is always rushing us to find the 

spiritual ley line of the Cetus.” 

“If Levi is also scared of them, then how about us?” 

“Maybe, we should consider joining the superpower that has emerged recently?” 

All of them started whispering among themselves. 

The moment the seed of fear had been planted, it would begin to grow and spread rapidly. 

officials of the Ecclesiastic Order telling them not to panic, there was hardly 

had 

of the Holy Guild was 



was nothing 

they were experiencing would get out of hand if he 

either if he chose to ignore 

he was stuck between a rock and a 

things are going, the Ecclesiastic Order will fall apart even before Xylas comes here for his 

Holy Guild was 

becoming stronger when he thought of that mysterious woman devouring the 

Buzz! Buzz! Buzz! 

that he had hidden in his clothes 

immediately took 

surrounded by a type of special 

sparkling brightly and vibrating violently at the 

news from 

Nigel became spirited. 

by the Minister before 

no activity 

Guild had no idea where the Minister 

he had vanished into 

had never given up hope in finding the 

clue, it was 

Minister had gone missing, the Holy Guild was under the 

dead or alive. According to their speculation, things did not look too 

at the Holy Guild had been unstable. Therefore, the Acting Minister 

has finally 

Chapter 3573 

Gloria Is My Universe 

After receiving his order, there was an uproar among the high-rank officials of the Holy Guild. 

They were delighted to hear that. 

“There’s actually news from the Minister?” 



“The Acting Minister will not joke about such matters.” 

“It looks like there’s hope for the Holy Guild now.” 

Nigel agreed with them too. 

The fact that the seal had lit up meant that the Minister was still alive. 

Nigel had also sent out a summary report of the ongoing matters of the Ecclesiastic Order and the Holy 

Guild. 

He believed that the Minister must have received his message. 

Perhaps, he would return very quickly to salvage the Ecclesiastic Order. 

When the Minister left the Holy Guild, his cultivation level had already attained perfection. 

After so many years of cultivation, he must have reached a new high. 

Once the Minister returned, he would restore the Holy Guild to its former glory. 

When that happened, no one had to be afraid of that superpower anymore. 

to fear the revenge 

would be no need to rely 

on someone was worse than 

be in a powerful position even 

sheer desperation that he had to seek the help 

get the chance to free himself from that helpless 

get to this location 

that, Nigel 

the underground facility, Floyd was still 

He was extremely depressed. 

Floyd refused 

be certain that Gloria had nothing to 

mind countless times 

the part about Forlevia’s 

was the one who offered to ask Forlevia about her cultivation technique and 

the contrary, Gloria had tried to stop him on several 

the technique as if 



something went wrong in the cultivation, and Gloria lost 

to do with Gloria,” 

messages to Gloria failed to go through despite the number of 

was no response from the other 

as if Gloria had vanished 

let out a 

he was not in the 

me try to contact 

out another message using a 

there was still no response after 

Chapter 3574 

Gloria Has Completed The Devouring Technique 

Hiss! Floyd inhaled sharply and prayed that the devices would light up in the near future again. 

In the center of Mount Cetus, Gloria’s devouring of the spiritual ley line had intensified. 

Gloria continued to wield the devouring technique. It was as if she was equipped with a large engine in 

her body that kept extracting the energy from the spiritual ley line of the Cetus. 

Vroom! Vroom! Vroom! 

As the energy of her devouring increased, a black light flashed around Gloria’s body. 

That dark and violent energy seemed to be able to devour everything. 

“It’s about time. Another four hours, and the devouring process will be completed.” 

With that, Gloria shut her eyes and increased the process of the technique. 

The black flash became even more violent. 

The spiritual ley line turned into fine powder upon contact with the flash. 

Hiss! Hiss! Hiss! 

As the core, Gloria’s body had turned into a gigantic energy vortex as the speed of the extraction of the 

spiritual ley line became faster. 

The energy within the spiritual ley line was swept away in an instant and rushed into Gloria’s body 

rapidly. 

Xylas, who was guarding Mount Cetus, was shocked beyond words. 

was able to sense that terrifying and destructive force coming from the center of 



Boom! 

the sound of 

like it was about to tear 

Crack! 

of lightning cut 

struck the peak 

pounds of boulders 

“What’s happening?” 

lips twitched as he looked 

destructive power of the Heavenly Thunder was ten times worse than 

power incurred the wrath 

what was going on right 

the violent Heavenly Thunder that 

Heavenly Thunder was as massive as 

of the mountain, 

directions 

horrifying energy that was coming forth from the center of the 

“Is Master all right?” 

check on Gloria. He was worried that he might be struck by the Heavenly 

Grandmaster 

last time Gloria 

then was nothing like what it was at 

is trying her best to hold back. If not, the entire world may have 

will happen to you,” said the Bone Grandmaster 

were at a loss, 

the latest tremor had nothing to do with the Heavenly 

it came from 

is done with her training,” said 

Chapter 3575 



The Ruler Of The World 

Before she could finish her sentence, Gloria was shrouded by the Heavenly Thunder. 

It was a blinding sight. 

Xylas and Bone Grandmaster did not dare to directly look at it. 

The destructive oppression made them feel the urge to get onto all fours to prostrate before it. 

Crack! 

When the Heavenly Thunder boomed, a wave of electricity surged through the surroundings. 

However, that lasted just for a brief moment before peace returned. 

When Xylas snapped his head upward, he saw Gloria floating midair. 

Above her head were merely the remnants of the electricity. 

The thick bolt of Heavenly Thunder was gone! 

“Where did the Heavenly Thunder go?” 

It was then Xylas studied his surroundings and found out that the sky was clear again. 

The dark clouds, lightning, and thunder were all nowhere to be found. 

Whoosh! 

if Gloria was in a movie with special 

eye, 

devoured Heavenly Thunder. What is there for you to fear now?” Gloria uttered 

after devouring the 

prostrating before 

Gloria had reached the point where 

sense of confidence emerged in her heart as she pondered taking over 

truth was 

devoured every part of the terrifying 

only a god 

spiritual ley line. It’s letting me achieve 

help but laugh as she felt the energy surge in 

as if she would never run out of 

how it feels to be 



if the world was no longer a cage that 

devouring was 

in the way of taking everything by 

on your 

becoming invincible, Lord 

Bone Grandmaster began 

“Rise.” 

and the two men could feel invisible energy 

exerting any energy, 

the air 

smiled and said, “That’s 

could feel her battle power rising 

Chapter 3576 

Beyond His Control 

Anyone who dared to question her would face the grim reaper. 

Levi, The Ecclesiastic Order, and Yartran. Just you wait. I’m going to be your worse nightmare. 

Following the seal, Nigel had brought dozens of elites and came to a plot of barren land in the north of 

Erudia. 

“Sir, we can’t find a single soul in the area. Could it be that the seal has made an error? The Minister 

couldn’t have encountered trouble, right?” 

The people who were all filled with delight earlier were all dispirited. 

The Minister was their pillar of emotional support and their last hope. 

Yet, it seemed like their lead had led them nowhere—their Minister was still nowhere to be found. 

The people were disappointed. 

Nigel then uttered, “The Minister was looking for the legendary world. Perhaps this place is related to 

that.” 

The people did not reply to that, for the world was only talked about in the legends. 

They were more concerned about the Minister’s whereabouts. 

“All right, let’s not get disappointed. Maybe the Minister has something more important to do. Soon, 

he’ll return to us.” 



Acting Minister could only temporarily reassure his people in 

the Holy Guild would soon go their 

Buzz! 

the other 

the Cetus’ spiritual ley line!” reported one of 

Levi about this. 

Minister, so they still had to continue to curry favor 

the Holy Guild Minister arrived at Mount Cetus, 

to the spot the moment he heard 

matter of fact, he did not even bring anyone with him, for he feared that the 

saw the shattered spiritual ley line, their 

again!” 

solemn look on 

he knew that the Cetus’ spiritual ley line was 

powerful that mysterious woman had 

words, that mysterious woman had already become 

step too slow; I’m still stuck in that mysterious 

the remnants 

the mysterious woman had just devoured 

was less than two 

so close 

even Levi was unsure if he 

of the 

mysterious woman had successfully devoured the power, and she had turned into an 

Chapter 3577 

Even I Am Uncertain 

The people of the Ecclesiastic Order and the Holy Guild had no choice but to heed Levi’s order despite 

their disgruntled feelings. 

Even though they had discovered news about the Minister, the Minister never appeared. 



Levi was still their mightiest support. 

The pressure the mysterious woman and Xylas had on them was far too great. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Garrison. We definitely will do that,” said Nigel without a trace of hesitation. 

Levi was currently the only being who could go against the mysterious woman. 

That was why the Holy Guild was tempted to have Levi deal with any troubles they encountered. 

That way, it would be unlikely that they would be targeted and crushed. 

After making all the arrangements, Levi dashed back to the base. 

He then informed the others about how the mysterious woman had devoured the Cetus’ spiritual ley 

line. 

a time of unique circumstances. We have to be extra vigilant and increase our defenses. If anything goes 

south, we’ll all have to transfer to the underground facility. I’m uncertain if I will be able to win against 

the mysterious woman,” Levi 

words got everyone revved up when they heard 

level of cultivation back then. He must be much stronger now! Most importantly, he has a mysterious 

woman backing him up. I’m afraid 

in clear detail how scary Xylas was the other 

a tidal wave and coursed through their 

rang in Azure Dragon, Zoey, 

unlike the Holy Guild, Levi was guarding the base, 

the very least, no one thought of fleeing 

personally went to help and set up the 

fears in the people’s hearts even 

base had already collapsed, the people had 

were, nothing could put 

was where 

was their emotional 

was the invincible God 

at the underground facility, Forlevia was researching 

technique 

wondering if she would be able to 



of tests, Forlevia came to 

achieve that if I 

Chapter 3578 

Levi Misses His Mentor 

Forlevia reckoned it was high time to try and sound Floyd out again. 

Meanwhile, Floyd was strolling aimlessly around the cultivation base in the underground base. 

He was overcome with the dismal thought that everyone had abandoned him. 

Azure Dragon and the others had been avoiding him these past few days. 

Similarly, it had been a few days since Zoey and Forlevia looked for him. 

Ever since Levi returned to the base, he had been busy constructing the defensive formation and did not 

look for Floyd either. 

The others at the base were also swamped with other things and did not trouble Floyd. 

Floyd was somehow coming to terms with the cold treatment. 

After all, before he could confirm if the leak of the technique book had anything to do with Gloria, he did 

not have the heart to do anything else. 

Floyd could live with the others treating him as if he did not exist. However, he could not come to terms 

with the fact that Gloria had disappeared without a trail. 

Not only was he not able to contact her via text messages, but even those from West Pavillion did not 

know where she went. 

Floyd had tried to find out where she went from multiple sources. Then, he managed to find out about 

the multiple men who allegedly had intimate relationships with Gloria. 

men tried to contact her through multiple channels but to no 

a 

came to realize that the time the mysterious woman devoured the spiritual ley line coincided with 

Gloria and the mysterious woman started to overlap each other 

startled by 

never lie to me. She always puts my feelings first in everything. She will never disregard how I feel. But, 

what if the mysterious woman is 

on the brink 

beacon of 

that he shared with Gloria, her genteel manners, and her kind 



sweet memory he had of 

go further 

Azure Dragon, and others? Gloria, please reply to me and prove that you have nothing to do with this. 

Once your name is cleared of these accusations, we can be 

curled into a smile 

defensive formation at the 

a precaution, Levi had added multiple lines 

out as 

Levi said nothing. 

were 

display of confidence would only cause his subordinates to 

not appear to have any confidence 

would spread like a disease in his 

Levi was curious about the 

was no way he could find out aside from waiting for the mysterious woman to arrive and battling it out 

Chapter 3579 

To Extremes 

A sense of impending doom filled everyone’s hearts. 

Not only were they of no help to Levi when the enemy was about to strike, but they had also become his 

burden. 

Knowing that they were not strong enough to back Levi up, the others wallowed in guilt. 

“If I had been more diligent in my cultivation practice, I might be able to help out now.” 

“If I had listened to Boss, I would not have lost my spiritual bone and let Xylas get his way.” 

“If we had been more accomplished in cultivation, we would not have become Boss’ liabilities.” 

Azure Dragon and the others were anguished that they were of no help to Levi. 

Even Floyd, who was feeling down, shared their sentiments. 

“If I were stronger, not only will I be able to help Master defeat his enemy, but I will also truly gain 

Gloria’s favor. I’m a useless man. Why am I still alive for?” Floyd said as he punched the ground 

repeatedly. 

His fist was already bloody from the punches, but he did not seem to realize it. 



It was as if he had lost all senses of pain. 

brain in figuring out a quick way to get Levi 

the more extreme techniques outlined in her 

rapidly in her cultivation practice, it was still not enough to fend 

she would only be able to defeat Xylas, albeit straining herself in doing 

energy, however, Forlevia was not certain 

Xylas was going to extremes by choosing to 

thinking about, Evie?” Levi’s 

show you 

seemed quite eager 

the space within two to three-meter vicinity into an independent space, absorbing all the sky and earth’s 

spiritual energy and the powers 

blink of an eye, all lives within the independent space 

the space was a lively child before she absorbed the spiritual energy and five elements. However, after 

she absorbed everything within the two to three-meter vicinity, the metaphorical lively 

used the same technique and created 

from her technique book. The absorption speed was visibly 

that the second independent space was filled 

if Forlevia had blended in with the independent space 

finger, Forlevia could utilize the power 

you must have spotted the 

was a shrewd man. He knew right away 

forcibly harnessing the power of the universe, and it could advance one’s cultivation in a short amount 

of 

space that Forlevia had demonstrated, 

Chapter 3580 

Are You Willing To Die 

Meanwhile, the network of intel that Azure Dragon and the others had set up reported a few key 

information. 

They had discovered a dozen spies that had been mistaken as the Esoteric Guild by the Holy Guild. 



They were all intricately related to Gloria, so much so that they were willing to die for her. 

As a matter of fact, they were not spies, and they had never done anything to harm the Ecclesiastic 

Order. 

Whatever they did, they did it to protect Gloria. 

Hence, they had been under the radar of the Ecclesiastic Order. 

The network of intel had their hands on the evidence that the “spies” were working for Gloria, but they 

still lacked concrete evidence that Gloria was the alleged mysterious woman. 

Kirin, who always spoke his mind, looked for Floyd. 

“Floyd, are you willing to die for Gloria? I want you to answer me honestly,” Kirin demanded. 

“Yes,” Floyd replied without hesitation. 

added, “Why are you asking me this out 

anxious and asked again, “Do you have news on Gloria? 

I’m just asking. Floyd, you’d better watch out for 

given up 

Phoenix and the others about Floyd’s determined 

well, as they did not expect Floyd to 

that he was 

that the death of the group 

death of the group was 

mastermind behind the massacre was, for the mysterious woman had already devoured 

massacre, it would not change the fact that a vicious war 

we continue to investigate?” Black Tortoise 

find out who the enemy is,” Azure Dragon said 

of them agreed 

Azure Dragon and the others had a new finding—a visualized map of Gloria’s connections 

who were related to Gloria were men, and they all shared a common 

her, ranging from providing intel, technique books, secrets of different 

out everything they 

this model is very similar to 


